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IF GIFTS ARE GIVEN TO US BY THE SPIRIT AND NOT BY A PASTOR, ELDER, OR ANOTHER HUMAN, WHY ARE THERE 
REFERENCES TO TIMOTHY RECEIVING GIFTS WHEN HANDS WERE LAID ON HIM (1 Tim. 4:14, 2 Tim. 1:6)?

There is a Greek word in those verses, “meta,” that means “with.” The laying of hands accompanied the giving of the gift and was the instrument or means 
of him receiving the gift. The source of Timothy’s gifts was still the Holy Spirit. Since the New Testament was still being written at the time of Timothy’s 
“authentification” or “recognition,” it was a means of further clarification for both Timothy and the churches he served. Informally, we carry on the practice 
today by simply affirming “one another” in the Body of Christ when we recognize and compliment God’s specific work through the life of someone else. 
Formally, when we lay hands on new elders, ministers or missionaries, we in essence are united as a body in recognizing a particular spiritual gift of service 
in that individual and are formally setting that person aside for a unique use of their gift. Bottom line: NO ONE LAYS HANDS ON THEMSELVES! It is the 
community of believers’ job corporately and individually to ultimately recognize and distinguish each others’ gifting. With that in mind as you study the next 
two gifts, list some people within our church who you believe exhibit these gifts.

Spiritual Gift: FAITH

Definition: The gift of Faith is the God-given ability to act on God’s promises with confidence and unwavering belief in God’s ability to fulfill His 
purposes.

Scriptural Reference(s): 1 Cor. 12:9, 1 Cor. 13:2, Rom. 4:19-21

Distinctives of this gift:
• Act in complete confidence of God’s ability to overcome obstacles.

• Advance the cause of Christ because they go forward when others will not.

• Ask God for what is needed and trust Him for His provision.

Traits of this person: Prayerful, Optimistic, Trusting, Assured, Inspiring, Hopeful, Positive

Potential Ministry Involvement: Prayer Mnistry, Hospital Visitation, Committee/Board member

Spiritual Gift: GIVING

Definition: The gift of Giving is the God-given ability to contribute money and resources to the work 
of the Lord with cheerfulness and liberality.

Scriptural Reference(s): Rom. 12:8, 2 Cor. 6:8, Luke 21:1-4
Distinctives of this gift: 

• Manage their finances and limit their lifestyle in order to give as much of their resources as 
possible.

• Meet tangible needs that enable spiritual growth to occur.

• Support the work of ministry with sacrificial gifts to advance the Kingdom.

Traits of this person: Responsible, Stewardship-oriented, Resourceful, Charitable, Disciplined

Potential Ministry Involvement: Support Missionaries, Fund Raising, Stewardship Board
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MUST GIFTS BE DEVELOPED?

In 2 Timothy 1:6, Paul tells Timothy to “fan into flame the gift of God” which was in him. Initially a spark may go unnoticed. If it makes contact with fuel 
and oxygen, it can be stirred up into a major fire. Similarly, a gift may be that small spark inside of us that needs to be developed and nurtured to reach its 
full potential. If a fire is neglected, it will die out. Likewise, gifts need to be used if we are to evidence them. The best way to develop gifts, to fan them into 
flame, is to use them. And as with fires if you put sparks and coals together, it is even easier to start a blaze. That said, as you continue to think of people at 
Pinedale who match up with the gifts below, realize that they might become perfect mentors for you if you happen to have a similar spiritual gift. Jot down 
people who come to mind…

Spiritual Gift: HELPS

Definition: The gift of Helps is the God-given ability to accomplish practical and necessary, behind the scenes tasks, which free up, support, and 
meet the needs of others.

Scriptural Reference(s): 1 Cor. 12:28, Rom. 12:7, Acts 9:36, Rom. 16:1-2

Distinctives of this gift:
• Serve behind the scenes wherever needed.

• See the tangible and practical things to be done and enjoy doing them.

• Attach spiritual value to practical service.

Traits of this person: Available, Willing, Reliable, Loyal, Dependable, Whatever-it-takes attitude

Potential Ministry Involvement: Office Helper, Telephoning, Teacher’s Aid, Usher, Clean-Up Projects, Information Center Host

Spiritual Gift: HOSPITALITY

Definition: The gift of Hospitality is the God-given ability to care for people by providing fellowship, 
food, and lodging.

Scriptural Reference(s): 1 Peter 4:9-10, Rom. 12:13, Luke 10:38

Distinctives of this gift: 

• Provide an environment where people feel valued and cared for.

• Seek ways to connect people together into meaningful relationships.

• Set people at ease in unfamiliar surroundings.

Traits of this person: Friendly, Gracious, Inviting, Trusting, Caring, Responsive, Warm

Potential Ministry Involvement: Small Group Host, Banquet Server, New Member Sponsor, 
Fellowship Events, Coffee hour host, Greeter, Easter Breakfast
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CAN I LOSE MY SPIRITUAL GIFTS?

While there is plenty of Scriptures to support the loss of effectiveness and fruitfulness, the Bible does not indicate the actual loss of gifts. Some may use 
parables like the parable of the talents in Matthew 25:14-30 to conclude that you can lose your gifts if you don’t do anything with them because the 
master tells them to take the lazy servant’s talent away from him. Understand that it would be pure assumption to say that the talents represent spiritual 
gifts. Read on to see what happens to the lazy servant’s talent; it is not only taken from him but given to the one who had ten. You are going to run into 
some serious logistical problems with that. Plus, it implies that gifts are merit-based in saying that the faithful are rewarded with the gifts neglected by 
others. Scripture is clear that gifts are given because of grace (Romans 12:6a)… nothing earned or merited. One of the main Greek words used for 
gifts, ‘charima,’ means grace. Consider Acts 1:8 (just before the birth of the Church) and see if you can discern how this verse might shed light on what we 
might lose if we don’t use… “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea 
and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Again, list some people within our church who you believe exhibit these gifts.

Spiritual Gift: INTERCESSION
Definition: The gift of Intercession is the God-given ability to consistently pray on behalf of and for others, seeing frequent specific results.

Scriptural Reference(s): Rom. 8:26-27, Col. 1:9-12, Col. 4:12-13
Distinctives of this gift:

• Feel compelled to earnestly pray on behalf of someone or some cause.

• Have a daily awareness of the spiritual battles being waged and commit to pray.

• Pray in response to the leading of the Spirit, whether they understand it or not.

Traits of this person: Advocate, Sincere, Trustworthy, Burden-bearer, Spiritual, Sensitive

Potential Ministry Involvement: Prayer Partner, Moms In Touch, Prayer Groups, Shut-in/Hospital Visitation

Spiritual Gift: KNOWLEDGE
Definition: The gift of Knowledge is the God-given ability to learn, analyze, and uncover new insights from the Bible that are pertinent to the 
growth and well being of the church.

Scriptural Reference(s): 1 Cor. 12:8, 1 Cor. 14:6, 2 Cor. 11:6
Distinctives of this gift: 

• Research the Scriptures for insight, understanding, and truth.

• Organize information for teaching and practical use.

• Gain knowledge that was not attained by natural observation or means.

Traits of this person: Inquisitive, Responsive, Observant, Insightful, Reflective, Studious, Truthful

Potential Ministry Involvement: Board/Committee member, Teaching, Research, Counseling, Marriage Enrichment
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WHY DO SOME PEOPLE HAVE ONLY ONE GIFT WHILE OTHERS HAVE SEVERAL GIFTS?

First, remember that gifts are given according to the Holy Spirit’s discernment (1 Cor. 12:11,18). In His omniscience, He knows exactly what gift(s) 
would be just right for you and the church body you are in. God gives the gifts in the right proportions as He deems best which means we do not have to feel 
envious or cheated (see 1 Cor. 4:7 and context). Second, realize that it is due to grace that we have spiritual gifts, not because we earn or merit them. We 
are all on the same plane. The person with one gift has that gift because of God’s grace. The person with many gifts has those gifts because of God’s grace. 
It is not a competitive or comparison issue. It is a matter of trusting God to have made you and equipped you with just what you need to do the work He has 
for you.

IF ALL BELIEVERS HAVE AT LEAST ONE GIFT, WHY DON’T THEY EVIDENCE IT?

The reasons could be many, including ignorance about spiritual gifts and God’s design for the body (1 Cor. 12:1), disobedience (1 Peter 4:10-11), 
neglect (1 Tim. 4:14), not in fellowship with the Lord (John 15:4-5), failure to develop their gift (2 Tim. 1:6), or lack of love which exhibits itself in self-
centeredness (John 21:15-17; also compare John 14:15 with Gal. 5:13).

Of the reasons listed above, what do you think is the most common reason some people in our fellowship don’t use their spiritual gifts?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Again as you read these next two gift descriptions, list some people within our church who you believe exhibit these gifts.

Spiritual Gift: LEADERSHIP

Definition: The gift of Leadership is the God-given ability to cast vision, motivate, and direct people 
to harmoniously accomplish the purpose of God.

Scriptural Reference(s): Rom. 12:8, 1 Tim. 5:17, Heb. 13:17

Distinctives of this gift: 

• Motivate others to perform to the best of their abilities.

• Take responsibility and establish goals.

• Provide direction for God’s people or ministry.

Traits of this person: Influential, Visionary, Persuasive, Motivating, Goal-setter

Potential Ministry Involvement: Small Group Leader, Board/Committee Chairperson, Teaching 
Leader, Youth/Children’s Leader
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Spiritual Gift: MERCY

Definition: The gift of Mercy is the God-given ability to feel deeply for those in physical, spiritual, or emotional need and then act to meet that 
need.

Scriptural Reference(s): Rom. 12:8, Mark 9:41, Matt. 25:34-40

Distinctives of this gift: 

• Focuses on alleviating the sources of pain or discomfort in suffering people.

• Concern themselves with individual or social issues that oppress people.

• Address the needs of the lonely and forgotten.

Traits of this person: Empathetic, Caring, Responsive, Kind, Compassionate, Sensitive, Burden-bearing

Potential Ministry Involvement: Hospital/Shut-In Visitation, Nursery Worker, Homeless Ministry, Food Pantry Worker
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DOES THE EXERCISE OF CERTAIN GIFTS MAKE A PERSON MORE SPIRITUAL?

Scripture does not teach that gifts are a sign of spirituality or maturity. Immature or even worldly Christians may use gifts. The Corinthian church is a prime 
example. In 1 Corinthians 1:7 we read where the Corinthians were not lacking in any gift yet in 3:1-3 they are described as worldly. 

God’s long-range goal is that we become conformed to the image of His Son (Rom. 8:29). Traits of godliness do not include the use of spiritual gifts 
but character qualities (2 Pet. 1:5-11). In discussing qualifications for leadership in the church, no reference is made to spiritual gifts but much about 
character traits (1 Tim. 3, Titus 1). The fruit of the Spirit, of the same Spirit who gifted us, are character traits all reflecting Jesus Christ (Gal. 5:22-23).

Love is at the top of the list in measuring maturity and spirituality, not gifts. According to 1 Corinthians 13, any or all gifts mean nothing without love. 
Note that the expression of love is in the context of each list of gifts.

What do you think would be the result of a local church that was “well gifted” but lacked love? ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Why is love the “acid test” of maturity and not our spiritual gifts or abilities? _________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Again, list some people within our church who you believe exhibit these gifts.

Spiritual Gift: PROPHECY

Definition: The gift of Prophecy is the God-given ability to reveal God’s truth and proclaim it in a 
timely and relevant manner for understanding, correction, repentance, or edification.

Scriptural Reference(s): Rom. 12:6, 1 Cor. 12:10,28, 1 Cor. 13:2

Distinctives of this gift: 

• See a truth that others often fail to see and challenge them to respond.

• Understand God’s heart and mind through experiences He takes them through.

• Expose sin or deception in others for the purpose of reconciliation.

Traits of this person: Discerning, Compelling, Uncompromising, Outspoken, Authoritative, 
Confronting, Convicting

Potential Ministry Involvement: Teaching Leader, Vision Setting team, Outreach, Devotion 
Leader
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Spiritual Gift: SHEPHERDING

Definition: The gift of Shepherding is the God-given ability to assume long term personal responsibility for the spiritual welfare of a group of 
believers by nurturing and guiding them toward ongoing spiritual maturity.

Scriptural Reference(s): Eph. 4:11-12, 1 Peter 5:1-4, 1 Tim. 3:1-13

Distinctives of this gift: 

• Provide guidance and oversight to a group of God’s people.

• Establish trust and confidence through long-term relationships.

• Lead and protect those within their span of care.

Traits of this person: Nurturing, Guiding, Protective, Supportive, Relational, Influencing

Potential Ministry Involvement: Small Group Leader, Sunday School Teacher, Follow-Up on Visitors, Shut-In Visitation, College Ministry, 
Outreach
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HOW VALID ARE SPIRITUAL GIFTS TESTS/ASSESSMENTS?

Spiritual gifts tests can be useful tools which help you identify your spiritual gifts. Once you are able to label your gifts, you can go on to better understand 
and develop them. Gift inventories, however, can be fallible. First, they are man-made not divinely inspired. They are based on someone’s interpretation 
of what the individual gifts are and how they are defined. Tests usually have a number of statements that describe each gift. Varying opinions do exist 
regarding different gifts. Consequently, tests may have a given bent based on the theology or understanding of the person who designed the test. Second, 
the test is taken by human beings who may be influenced in their responses by a variety of factors which could hinder accuracy. Therefore, use any spiritual 
gifts analysis as a tool rather than an end. Test the results through prayer and further experience in ministry areas utilizing the gifts you are said to possess. 
Seek God’s confirmation. Let Him have the final word. Again, list some people within our church who you believe exhibit these gifts.

Spiritual Gift: TEACHING

Definition: The gift of Teaching is the God-given ability to understand, clearly explain, and apply the Word of God, in such a way that it is clearly 
understood by others.

Scriptural Reference(s): Rom 12:7, 1 Cor. 12:28-29, Acts 18:24-28

Distinctives of this gift:

• Give attention to detail and accuracy.

• Prepare through extended times of study and reflection.

• Challenge listeners simply and practically with the truths of Scripture.

Traits of this person: Disciplined, Perceptive, Teachable, Authoritative, Practical, Analytical, Articulate

Potential Ministry Involvement: Adult Teaching Leader, Small Group Leader, Youth/Children’s Teacher, Education Committee

Spiritual Gift: WISDOM

Definition: The gift of Wisdom is the God-given ability to apply spiritual truth effectively to meet a 
need in a specific situation.

Scriptural Reference(s): 1 Cor. 12:8, James 3:13-18, 1 Cor. 2:3-5

Distinctives of this gift: 

• Focus on the unseen consequences in determining the next steps to take.

• Provide God-given solutions in the midst of conflict and confusion.

• Apply spiritual truth in specific and practical ways.

Traits of this person: Sensible, Insightful, Practical, Wise, Fair, Experienced

Potential Ministry Involvement: Board/Committee Member, Counseling, Mentor, Marriage 
Enrichment, Counseling
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IF A PERSON DOESN’T HAVE A CERTAIN GIFT, IS HE/SHE EXEMPT FROM MINISTRY THAT USES THAT GIFT?

Evangelism is a good example. Some may feel that because they do not have the gift of evangelism that they do not have to evangelize. Timothy, 
in the New Testament, obviously did not have the gift of evangelism but yet Paul told him to do the work of an evangelist (2 Tim. 4:5). We are all 
commanded to be a witness (Acts 1:8, Matt. 28:19-20).

Make a list of all the gifts found in the key passages on spiritual gifts (Romans 12, 1 Corinthians 12, Ephesians 4, 1 Peter 4) and you 
can find counterpart commands for all believers to participate in activity pertaining to those different gifts with the exception of tongues and 
interpretation of tongues.

People with the corresponding gift will usually be more effective, devote more time and energy, and see greater results in a given area than those 
without the gift. Yet, to an extent, as God gives opportunity, we are all to evangelize, teach, serve, show mercy, etc.
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